
HEBREW BIBLE  

 

Description of the Goals and Rationale  
Since the Biblical Hebrew texts are part of the larger category of ‘biblical texts’, the rationale 

for the Hebrew Bible session falls naturally within the mandate of the SBL, the central 

purpose of which is “...advancing the academic study of biblical texts and their contexts as 

well as of the traditions and contexts of biblical interpretation.”  

The primary goal of the Hebrew Bible session is to foster study and interaction in the field, 

more specifically:  

 To promote academic dialogue between scholars in the Pacific Northwest Region.  

 To showcase and promote research in the Hebrew Bible.  

 To advance the quality of research and writing in the area of Hebrew Bible by 

mentoring and recommending work for publication.  

 To provide mentoring and opportunities for graduate students to present their work to 

the Hebrew Bible session, thus incorporating new scholars into the greater goals of 

the SBL.  

 

Chair  
Antonios Finitsis (finitsak@plu.edu) (second term: 2013-2016)  

 

Call for Papers  

1. Hebrew Bible Research Group on Clothing 2014-2016 (second year) 

 
The Hebrew Bible unit continues to promote and support work of the research group on the 

topic of clothing in the Hebrew Bible. The goal of this group is the sustained examination of 

the multivalent importance of clothing in ancient Israel. This group works closely in the 

manner of a think tank. Its work will lead to a publication that will showcase the research of 

the PNW Hebrew Bible scholars. We have completed the first year of work and we welcome 

new submissions. Each participant undertakes the investigation of a topic that s/he selects and 

shares her/his research with the rest of the group for peer review, brainstorming and feedback. 

The members of this group will meet again during the Pacific Northwest SBL AAR ASOR 

2015 meeting. The minimum commitment time to this research group is two years.  

 

If you are interested in participating during the 2014-15 academic year please send an email 

to the Chair of the Hebrew Bible Unit (Antonios Finitsis: finitsak@plu.edu) by December 1, 

2014. Please include in your email the tentative title and a 200-300-word description of your 

project. Thank you. 

 

2. Conflicting Truth Claims in the Classroom: Navigating the Impasse Between 

Cultural Memory and Historiographic Method and Sources 

 

For far too many students “the past” is little more than continuity cultivated through careful 

selection and romantic memorializing of select events. This continuity becomes a truth claim 

that conflicts in the classroom with the truth claims of primary sources and academic 

methodology. Each professor of religion is called to help students navigate and resolve this 

conflict. 

 

This joint session will bring together teacher-scholars from different units in the PNW 



AAR/SBL region to discuss common teaching challenges. The purpose of this session is to 

generate cross-disciplinary conversation on this topic. We are inviting higher-education 

professionals who teach at the undergraduate level to reflect on the intersection of their 

disciplinary expertise and teaching experiences and submit a paper proposal (500-700 words). 

Participants will be asked to address in depth at least two of the following questions: 

1) What are the challenges of teaching religion in light of multiple challenges posed by the 

cultural memory attached to the history and the texts?  

2) What are some strategies for teaching religion in light of the diversity of the cultural 

memory of undergraduate students in North America, cultural memory that is shaped by—

but not limited to—diversity of first language, educational, economic and ethnic 

backgrounds?  

3) What are some helpful strategies in addressing and/or resolving the conflicts between 

competing truth claims (i.e. those stemming from cultural memory versus those stemming 

from by primary sources and academic methodology)?  

4) What are some challenges of teaching religion in light of the multiple dimensions of 

cultural memory to a generation of students whose educational narratives have been largely 

shaped in North American by the advances of the digital age? Further, what are some 

strategies for teaching in this context? 

Guidelines 

1. Please submit your proposals for Option 2 directly to both of the co-directors: 

Antonios Finitsis (finitsak@plu.edu) and Brenda Llewellyn Ihssen (ihssenbl@plu.edu)   

2. Please keep in mind that you will have twenty minutes for your presentation. 

3. There is a possibility of a travel/lodging stipend for your presentation. Details on funding 

will be available in late October. Please check the regional website for updates on funding. 

 

3. General Call  
We welcome papers on any topic related to Hebrew Bible, with priority given to papers that 

deal with language and linguistics, wisdom literature, and prophetic literature. Early 

proposals are especially welcome with the goal of organizing a panel discussion for a 

regional scholar's recent work and/or organizing a thematic topic session. Graduate students 

are required to send full copies of their papers for consideration. Proposals should be 

submitted electronically at the region’s on-line website to the chair, Antonios Finitsis: 

finitsak@plu.edu.  

 

If you have further questions please contact the PNW Hebrew Bible chair: Antonios Finitsis: 

finitsak@plu.edu. 
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